November 2019

Welcome to the November update from Step Change in Safety
This month sees the much-anticipated launch of the Safe Working Essentials online observation card, known as
E-OBS, which compliments the existing SWE suite of standardised and simplified tools such as toolbox talks,
dynamic risk assessments and safety observation cards.
E-OBS has a sleek and very simple to use interface which enables users to record safety concerns and highlight
examples of good safety practise. For the first time, both installation operators, contracting companies and
individuals will be able to see their respective card data. That data can be submitted anonymously if required.
Furthermore, it allows Step Change in Safety to conduct industry wide trending and analysis, enabling tailored
responses to industry challenges.
We will be holding E-OBS clinics in December for all companies interested in adopting the E-OBS tool so keep an
eye on our updates and social media for dates and times. In the meantime, if you have any queries about E-OBS
please do get in touch via the dedicated email address: e-obs@stepchangeinsafety.net
In other news, Step Change in Safety has welcomed a new Board member and we’ve also signed up to groundbreaking joint agreement on Process Safety Leadership Principles.
Kind regards from the Step Change in Safety support team.
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Competence Forum
14TH November 08:30 - 11:30am 'How are organisations assessing new people to the industry?

Lifting Forum
20TH November 08:30 - 11:30am
This forum will discuss the update to review Handling Tubulars and review the year overall

Venue for both Lifting and Competence Forums:
Step Change in Safety, The Exchange 2, 62 Market Street, Aberdeen AB11 5PJ
Membership price: £0.00 (Non-members £65)

To book your place on either of our forums, please visit the events section of our website.

https://www.stepchangeinsafety.net/news-events/events

11 December 08:30 - 10:30
Our ever popular Human Factors Breakfast takes place
on Wednesday 11th December.

This breakfast will update delegates on the themes
identified from the online tool:
•
•
•
•

Incident Investigation
Contractor Interfaces
Learning Organisation
Leadership

Venue: 62 Market Street
Price: £65.00 Member price: £0.00
To book:

https://www.stepchangeinsafety.net/news-events/events/human-factors-breakfast-4
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Elected Safety Reps
Step Up for a New Era in Workforce Engagement
More than 350 onshore and offshore Safety Representatives from across the UK gathered at Aberdeen’s P&J
Live for the recent “Safety Rep 30” Conference which was organised by Step Change in Safety. The event saw
the launch of “Safety Rep Essentials” – new guidance tools, supported by the Health and Safety Executive,
which will help Safety Reps effectively fulfil their functions and clearly define what they should expect to be
facilitated with in order to represent their constituents.

Following on from this incredibly successful day Step Change in Safety’s Workforce Engagement Support Team
(WEST) has been working to capture the spirt and intent of the day, and deliver on the trust and support which
was demonstrated by all those who took part and the companies which supported the conference. To do this,
we need the support of the workforce, the industry and the regulators.
WEST’s message is clear:
• If you’re a member of Step Change in Safety, a Step Change in Safety Focal Point, a Safety Rep, OIM or site
manager, please step up and get involved both offshore and onshore.
• If you’re a worker on the tools or a supervisor, please take the time to read our guidance.
• If you’re the Regulator, please use the guidance as a best practice model to engage with workers, Safety Reps
and OIMs during your inspections.
The WEST team will shortly be producing an informative film answering all the questions which were raised
throughout the conference which can be shown onshore and offshore during safety meetings. We will soon be
asking all the member companies of Step Change in Safety to share this with their onshore support staff and
offshore employees within their organisation.
We will also be relying on the Step Change in Safety Leadership Team Elected Safety Rep network to deliver the
Safety Rep and workforce sections of the guidance. Meanwhile, OIMs, site managers and supervisors will be
actively rolling out their specific guidance; with onshore support leaders sharing their new best practice
documents with their teams.
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Elected Safety Rep resources
To download “Safety Rep Essentials” please go to our website or click on this link:

https://www.stepchangeinsafety.net/safety-resources/publications

To watch and download our new Safety Rep Film please go
to our YouTube channel or click on this link:

https://youtu.be/maWwgPQD9zY
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News
Step Change in Safety signs Process Safety Leadership Principles
New leadership measures to prevent major hazards offshore have been established by the oil and gas industry.
The “Principles of Process Safety Leadership for the offshore UKCS Oil & Gas Industry” is a release prevention
plan in response to recent statistics showing an increase in the number of major hydrocarbon releases last year.

The principles, which promote the involvement of senior managers in managing “major hazards” have been
signed by the Health and Safety Executive, the Offshore Regulator for the Environment and Decommissioning,
OGUK, Step Change in Safety and the International Association of Drilling Contractors.
It’s believed to be the first time that the industry has aligned behind a common set of process safety leadership
principles.

L-R: Steve Rae, Executive Director, Step Change in Safety;
Wendy Kennedy, Chief Executive, Offshore Petroleum
Regulator for Environment and Decommissioning;
Matthew Brodie, Chair North Sea Chapter, International
Association of Drilling Contractors;
Deirdre Michie, Chief Executive, OGUK;
Martin Temple CBE, Chair, Health & Safety Executive.
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News
Renowned industry psychologist joins Board of Step Change in Safety
We’re delighted to announce that Rhona Flin, Professor of Industrial Psychology at Aberdeen Business School,
Robert Gordon University and Emeritus Professor of Applied Psychology, University of Aberdeen, has joined the
Board of Step Change in Safety.
Rhona directs and supervises research and consultancy projects on human performance and organisational
safety culture in high risk industries.
She began to conduct psychological research with the offshore oil and gas industry in 1987 and has studied
various aspects of safety and emergency response, such as OIMs’ and supervisors’ safety leadership, risk
perception and safety culture on offshore installations, situation awareness in drillers. She also led a five year
multi-centre research project on patient safety in Scottish hospitals. She was a member of the Safety Advisory
Committee for the Military Aviation Authority of the UK Ministry of Defence and is on the Board of Directors for
the Society of Petroleum Engineers, Human Factors Technical Section.
Her work examines human performance in high risk work settings, such as healthcare, aviation and the energy
industries, with studies focusing on leadership, safety culture, team skills and cognitive skills. Current projects
include psychological factors in the introduction of new technology on the UKCS, managers’ safety leadership
and non-technical skills in safety-critical tasks. She has published eleven books and 150 peer-reviewed articles;
her books.
Welcoming Rhona’s appointment to the Board, Step Change in Safety Executive Director Steve Rae said; “Rhona
brings a unique level of academic knowledge and expertise in the areas of Human Factors and crew resource
management that will prove invaluable in shaping Step Change in Safety’s agenda in the future.”

Professional roles
• Fellow – British Psychological Society;
Royal Society of Edinburgh;
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh;
Royal Aeronautical Society.
• Member: Safety Advisory Committee,
Military Aviation Authority
Ministry of Defence.
• External Examiner, MSc Human Factors,
Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland.
• Editorial Board – Human Factors, Safety Science,
Journal of Risk Research, Journal of Cognitive Engineering and Decision Making.
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Focus on the Lifting Forum
The Step Change in Safety Lifting Forum is comprised of Step Change in Safety member companies who send
along their lifting and hoisting orientated employees so they can inform and discuss any new ideas their
companies may be considering; hear firsthand and share any new industry best practice; hear the latest news
and alerts from the Health and Safety Executive who have a representative at every meeting; and generally
network with like-minded people from across the industry.
The forum often has guest speakers who deliver relevant presentations and information on lifting and hoisting
ranging from Human Factors to large decommissioning projects. From the member companies, there are a
selection of Lifting Technical Authorities along with the HSE representative who review the Step Change in
Safety Lifting and Mechanical Handling Guidance on a regular basis to ensure it is still relevant to the industry.
All member companies can have a representative on this review panel.

This forum is predominately attended by onshore lifting and hoisting professionals, people who deal with lifting
and hoisting on a daily basis very often the company Lifting Technical Authorities. There are also a good amount
of safety professionals who report back to their companies with any relevant information. Every forum has a
representative from the Health and Safety Executive a presence which ensures delegates find out the
Regulator’s perspective on all ideas that are presented.

Calling all LOLER personnel, Safety Reps and OIMs
What we would like to see in the future is more involvement from the offshore community, the people at the
sharp end. We feel their contributions would be invaluable to the onshore lifting community to let us see if we
are dealing with the correct subjects; be they best practice or problems. We would like to encourage any
offshore LOLER personnel, Safety Reps, OIM’s to attend and give their views on lifting and hoisting offshore. Let
us know what concerns you, what pleases you, how we can help you; after all you are the people in the firing
line you are the people we need keep safe.
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Focus on the Lifting Forum
The new edition of the Step Change in Safety Lifting and Mechanical Handling Guidelines went live in September
2019. These guidelines have been in use for over 10 years; they provide invaluable information on safe lifting
operations.
As has already been stated there is a representative of the HSE on the
committee who review this document so this is fully compliant with
their requirements. They have publicly stated that this is the document
they wish to see you working to when they visit your installation. The
Lift Plan format and Risk Assessment format contained within this
document is the one they would like to see the whole industry adopt
as standard.
These formats were derived from the content and findings of HSE
investigations; their adoption and use has dramatically reduced the
number of lifting incidents since their introduction. Many Duty Holders,
Construction Companies, Drilling Companies, Maintenance Contractors
and Well Service companies are now using these formats which are easy
to follow and populate.

Meet the Lifting Forum co-Chair:
Kenny Lawtie, Lifting Technical Authority, Head of Lifting at Wood
“On leaving school at the age of 16 I joined the Merchant Navy where
I worked up to becoming an Able Bodied Seaman, working on general
cargo vessels where I gained a good footing in rigging and working with
lifting equipment.
I left this to go to the Fishing where I stayed for a number of years
before gaining employment at the then McDermott Oil Rig Fabrication
yard Ardersier in 1990. I was initially employed as a Rigging Trainee but
worked my way to a qualified Rigger before years later becoming the
site Rigging Instructor / Assessor.
Over the next 13 years I worked as a Rigger, a Rigging Supervisor, an Offshore
LOLER Focal Point and Rigging General Foreman in the UK offshore oil and gas
industry, onshore oil rig fabrication industry and overseas oil and gas industries
before coming ashore to work as an Implementation Engineer, LOLER, covering
the Shell contract. I have since been lucky enough to receive further promotion to become the current Wood Head
of Lifting / Lifting Technical Authority as well as the Shell UK Onshore Offshore Lifting and Hoisting Subject Matter
Expert. Outside of my daily work I am the Chairperson of the Step Change in Safety Lifting Forum and a member of
the cross industry OPITO Lifting Competence Industry Workgroup. I take my current role very seriously and strive
daily to assist with problems, develop procedures and improve competence all with an aim to help and encourage
others within the industry to achieve safe lifting operations.
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Safety Alerts, Moments and High Value Learnings
Here are some of the most recent Safety Alerts and Moments which are available to download:

https://www.stepchangeinsafety.net/safer-conversations/safety-alerts

Safety Moment – Human Factors in Design
Description of Process:
A driller was operating a top drive drilling unit. There was a stand of drill pipe clamped in the slips and the top
drive was raised and held on the brake. The driller saw a roughneck step into the hazardous area and therefore
went to reach for the microphone to tell the roughneck to step back.
Description of Incident:
As the driller reached for the microphone, he released pressure on the brake slightly. The top drive descended,
bending the drill pipe which fortunately did not spring out.
A 27kg pipe-guide fell 90 feet to the floor, narrowly missing the roughneck.

Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S) exposure - Lost time incident
Description of Process:
Sampling storage tanks of ballast water.
Description of Incident:
An operator had to leave work after feeling unwell. He went to hospital where he was diagnosed with
pulmonary oedema (fluid on the lung). The operator has since returned to work and is expected to make a full
recovery.
The operators symptoms have been linked with exposure to hydrogen sulphide (H2S), which happened whilst
sampling three storage tanks of ballast water, two days before he reported unwell.

Safety Alerts give details of events surrounding an incident, near-miss or good practice.
Safety Moments are downloadable PowerPoint presentations which give details of an incident, near-miss or
good practice, discussion questions and related resources.
Please note that every Safety Alert and Moment is deliberately kept anonymous to encourage sharing within the
industry. No companies, installations, dates or names will be identified within the Alert or Moment.
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Step Change in Safety workgroups
These groups are chaired by, and made up of, individuals from our member organisations:

• Major Accident Hazard Understanding
• Workforce Engagement (WEST)
• Safe Working Essentials
• Safety Alerts and Moments
• Competence
• Human Factors
• Joined-Up Thinking
• Lifting Forum
• Helicopter Safety
We actively encourage our members to get involved in our workgroups. All members of Step Change in Safety
have the opportunity to join a workgroup which gives them, and their company, the chance to make a real
impact on safety. To find out more about joining a work-group, please contact any of the Step Change in Safety
support team or email the support team inbox info@stepchangeinsafety.net

To view some of our most recent presentations

and films, please visit our YouTube channel.

youtube.com/user/StepChangeInSafety
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